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Hi, I'm Shanna 

At AMP’D, we arm small businesses with actionable insights to succeed
and grow, helping create life-giving, sustainable businesses in the
process. With comprehensive programs and resources, we help clients
uncover, discover, plan, and implement ways to generate new revenue
and a sustainable lifelong business. 

A question many small business owners aren't able to answer is a simple
one... "Who's your ideal customer?" Usually (and even I have been guilty of
responding this way a time or two), the answer goes something like,
"Really, anyone from ages 18-70 who are interested in [fill in the blank]."

Unfortunately, targeting an audience this broad is difficult and takes a lot
of time and money. To be more effective with literally every resource you
have, you need to zoom in on your ideal customer- their challenges and
questions, motivations, and what would keep them from buying. We'll
cover all those things in this AMP'D Worksheet. 

ampdnow.com



I started AMP'D because I believe everyone should be able to pursue
meaningful work. I come from a long line of entrepreneurs and find life in
helping people build and grow small business. 

From a young age, I was taught that opportunities exist everywhere and
you always have to be on the lookout for them; and that we all possess an
unreasonable advantage in every situation- also something for which to
be on lookout. An unreasonable advantage is something- anything-
outrageously in your favor. 

I was fortunate to be raised by a father who was always pursuing
something big. I grew up watching firsthand the life-giving power of
pursuing purpose. So this is what my team and I  help others do.

Welcome to AMP'D.  

The Life-Giving Power of Pursuing
Purpose 

ampdnow.com

Shanna Goodman



BUSINESS NAME

Profitability and/ or contribution to your product mix

Business growth and where you want to go 

Operational efficiencies in service or product delivery

What is a buyer persona? 

This concept can be called many things: customer persona, customer

avatar, ideal client, etc. Whatever you decide to call it, the concept is to

create a detailed profile of the customer which is made ideal by what's in

it for you. (After all, you're the one spending time and money trying to

reach people... do it on your terms and find the people who will help you

accomplish your goals the quickest). 

Some things to think about when defining your buyer personas: 



How Do I Get Started? 

Once you decide the direction in which you want to take your business,

and the kinds of clients you want to cultivate, next you'll want to start

gathering data on actual customers. Though buyer personas are fictional

representations of your ideal customers, they are based on real data

about customer demographics and online behavior, along with educated

speculation about their personal histories, motivations, and concerns.

How do I use a buyer persona? 

Buyer personas create clear direction and focus on who you're trying to

reach. Every product or service can be measured by the question, "Would

[buyer persona name] buy this? Would this be valuable for them?" This

will help guide product development, marketing, sales, and even

customer service. 

How do buyer personas help grow my business?

This will allow you to create better products and services because you're

focused primarily on the needs of a specific group. When you're creating

sales material, writing blog articles, building-out email campaigns, and

crafting email nurturing sequences, you can do so  with a clear vision of

the challenges and personality of the target persona. This will make the

message more likely to resonate, and, by being more in tune with the

customer's needs, you'll be able to provide superior customer service. 

How do buyer personas help increase sales? 

You can identify a prospect’s challenges more quickly through the use of

personas and have a vision of how to direct their questions. By asking the

right questions, you can quickly identify the solution to address the

customer's challenge(s) and shorten the buying process.



Where do I start? 

Once you've thought about the profile of your buyer, next think through

how they're going to learn about you, get their questions answered, and

make the decision to buy from you. Most people do all three of these

things online, then go in to make a purchase wherever they deemed 

 trustworthy. There are a series of specific stages through which they

travel as they develop from simple researchers into solution selectors.

Your job is to serve up  information at every stage as to why your product

or service is the perfect thing for which they're looking. 

Awareness Stage:

Information addressing this buyer stage is meant to help them get to the

root of their pain. They're unaware of the solutions at this phase.

Educational offers which are vendor neutral are important at this

stage. Your goal is to help educate the reader on the elements which

make up the solution to their problem and to build trust in their eyes. Use

this space to elaborate on the direction, purpose, content sources, and

ultimate call to action.

Consideration Stage: 

Information in this buyer stage is designed to help the prospect create a

list of options. They have already defined the pain they're experiencing

and that a solution exists. At this point, you'll want to help them define

what is important to them and narrow down their options. 

Decision Stage: 

Information in this buyer stage needs to help the reader make his/ her

final selection. They have already clearly defined their problem, narrowed

the options, and if they're still consuming your content at this stage,

chances are you're on that final list. At this point, help them make the

most educated buying decision possible. This final step often will be what

makes them pull the trigger (or not). 



Profitability and/ or contribution to your product mix

Business growth and where you want to go

Operational efficiencies in service or product delivery

Let's talk your business first, and how you want to grow it. 

What are your current revenue streams? What would you like your

revenue streams to be in the future and why? 

Remember, here are some things to consider: 

(Example: As a dental clinic, our current primary revenue stream is

regular dental  maintenance (cleanings, x-rays, extractions), but we'd like

to expand into offering more dental implant surgery. The reason being

that we earn the highest profit margin for those services and the business

owner is specialized in this field of oral surgery). 

Based on your answers to the above questions, what, specifically are you

selling?  (Example: Dental implants that will involve a series of

consultations, fittings, and maintenance but will provide high value to the

right customers). 

YOUR BUSINESS Q&A



Diving into the mind of your ideal customer will help you better

understand all the components in play when they're working through

how to solve their problem. Answering these questions will help you

appeal to the psychology of what's going on with them and how you can

best persuade them that you offer the best option. If you fully

understand your customer and are committed to providing them

authentic value, this is hands down the most efficient way to reach them-

you'll be speaking their language. (Heads up, you're probably going to

need more space to fill all these in). Answer these questions for your top

2- 3 personas. Read ahead for a full example. 

Name:

What are the goals they're trying to accomplish?

What emotions might be motivating them? 

What emotions might hold them back? 

What are the external challenges that might hold them back? 

YOUR BUYER PERSONA Q&A



What does success look like in this area to him/ her?

Who is in their sphere of influence? Whose opinion do they care about in

this and why? 

How would this persona describe himself/herself currently? How would

they like to describe themselves in the future?

What are 10 common questions this persona is asking at the Awareness

Stage?

YOUR BUYER PERSONA Q&A



What are 10 common questions this persona is asking at the

Consideration Stage?

What are 10 common questions this persona is asking at the Decision

Stage?

What are 5 common objections that this persona raises in the sales

process?

YOUR BUYER PERSONA Q&A



BUSINESS NAME

A cosmetic dentist client was looking to grow his teeth implants service.

The primary practitioner (and business owner) was highly experienced in

that type of work and wanted to do more of it. This service also offered

the highest profit margin in his business. Based on that knowledge, and

working through motivators and challenges for his prospective buyers,

we helped him identify two primary buyer personas to target. 

Janet, an affluent woman age 50-65, the mother of adult children, an

empty nester an has an upcoming high profile event such as a family

wedding or class reunion. She's used to putting herself last, so language

addressing how it's finally time to take care of herself will attract her.

She'll be worried about spending the money, so appealing to the

confidence she'll feel will be important, as will quality of implants and

how they can last for the rest of her life. 

Dan, a high income man age 50-65, who works in a professional or

corporate kind of job,  feels like his

AN EXAMPLE: A COSMETIC DENTIST

PRACTICE IN NEW JERSEY 

It's your job
TO CAPTURE

the attention of
your customers

smile is holding him back. Getting his

teeth fixed will give him more confidence

and finally, he'll be able to snag* that

promotion he's deserved for years. 

*snort*



BUSINESS NAME

Let's dive in more on Janet, so we can outline her buyer journey... 

What is the goal he/ she is trying to accomplish? What emotions might

be motivating her? Janet wants to look good and feel good again. She

has broken or missing teeth (teeth which can’t be salvaged), and has

decay which has not been addressed and isn't thrilled with how she looks

in the mirror or in pictures. Janet’s also concerned about the health and

medical issues that her teeth and gums have been causing. She's worried

about bone loss and her jaw getting that sunken-in look. 

What emotions might hold her back? For years, she’s been focused on

raising kids and they’re grown living their own lives now. She worries

about her aging parents and checks in on them often. Prioritizing others

for so long, she might feel like her needs aren't important. 

What are the external challenges that might hold her back? Dedicating

time to the process could hold her back and she may not want to spend

the money on herself. 

What does success look like in this area for her? Feeling confident and

like herself again with a beautiful smile. 

Who is in her sphere of influence? Whose opinion do they care about

and why?  She loves being with family and friends. She'd love for her kids

to be proud of her and often fantasizes about old friends seeing her again

and telling her how great she looks. 

BUYER PERSONA DEEP DIVE: JANET



BUSINESS NAME

How do I fix my smile?

How do I replace broken teeth?What can I do to make my teeth look

good again? 

How to get dental implants to missing teeth? 

What’s the process for getting dental implants? 

How long does it take to get dental implants? 

How much do dental implants cost?

What kind of implants do I need? 

How many implants do I need? 

How long will the implants last? 

How would this person describe herself/ himself currently? How would

she/ he like to describe herself in the future? She feels like she used to

have a beautiful smile and wants to feel that confident again. She doesn’t

want to be embarrassed by her smile. She wants her adult children and

husband to be proud of her.

What are common questions this persona is asking at the Awareness

Stage? 

What are common questions this persona is asking at the Consideration

Stage? 

BUYER PERSONA DEEP DIVE: JANET



BUSINESS NAME

Are dental implants worth the cost? 

What to look for in a dentist who does implants?

What kinds of implants are there? 

Of what are implants made? ( What are implants made of? Are

implants fiberglass?)  

It costs too much.

It is a huge time investment- over months.

It is going to be painful- pulling out teeth and drilling and my mouth

will be an even worse mess for months.

I hate going to the dentist. 

My mother had a terrible experience and was in and out of the dentist

office for 10 years.

What are common questions this persona is asking at the Decision

Stage? 

What are common objections that this persona raises throughout the

sales process?

BUYER PERSONA DEEP DIVE: JANET



Web copy on your website,  

Blog articles on your own website and/ or as a guest contributor on

relevant industry sites,  

Sales copy for registration pages,  

Advertising copy in ad campaigns,  

And even for scripts in you have an in-person (or over the phone)

consultation process. 

Now what? You're going to literally ask and answer each of these

questions and reframe them for magnetic content that will practically

slam your ideal customers into you. You'll ask and answer the questions,

you'll raise the objections before they do and address them. This

approach will not only educate your ideal customer, but let them know

you're uniquely qualified to solve their problem.

You'll use this content for:  

Go get 'em, tiger! The world is your oyster. 

TRANSITIONING INFO TO MAGNETIC
CONTENT  



AMP'D Business Builder: 
Create a Winning Game Plan for Your Business 

Coming Soon

This workbook will help you dive

into each component of creating

a flexible business model,

helping you create a sustainable

business that gives you life. 


